Introduction {#S0001}
============

Dickkopf-1, a 35-kDa protein, belongs to Dickkopf gene family which comprises of 5 evolutionarily conserved members, DKK1, DKK2, DKK3, DKK4, and a unique DKK3-related protein, DKKL1.[@CIT0001] The DKK gene family was first identified and named by Glinka et al in order to study the factors that influence Xenopus induced head development. DKKs have unique structure, with a signal sequence and share two conserved cysteine-rich domains.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003] They play an important role in vertebrate development, such as antero--posterior axial patterning, limb development, somitogenesis, eye formation, and some other wnt-related developmental processes.[@CIT0001] Wnt signaling plays an important role in the early development of animal embryos, organ formation, tissue regeneration and other physiological processes. DKK1 negatively regulates WNT signaling pathway by competitively binding to LDL receptor related protein (LRP), which further participates in multiple biological processes.

The biological function and mechanism of DKK1 revealed its association with many diseases. In the early studies, DKK1 was shown to be associated with bone and nervous system development.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0009] Recent studies found that DKK1 plays a role in more and more diseases as well as cancers. Recently, Mazon et al also proposed that DKK1 can be used as an indicator of inflammatory reaction.[@CIT0010] Rani et al have confirmed that high expression of DKK1 in lesional skin of vitiligo patients caused melanocytes to age, which might in turn lead to decreased pigment.[@CIT0011] Some studies have also shown that DKK1 is associated with cognitive ability.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] For over years, numerous studies have been conducted to explore the role of DKK1 in various cancers. Very interestingly, they have revealed that DKK1 changes are cancer type-specific. Hence, in this paper, the expression of DKK1 in various cancers is discussed, and the significance of these expression changes is further elaborated.

DKK1 in Cancer {#S0001-S2001}
--------------

### Expression in Various Types of Cancer {#S0001-S2001-S3001}

DKK1 expresses differently in different types of tumors and the levels are elevated in a wide variety of cancers ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}), such as lung cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, bladder cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, cervical cancer, multiple myeloma, breast cancer, ovarian cancer,[@CIT0014]--[@CIT0020] indicating a potential oncogenic function of DKK1. Several studies have shown that DKK1 expression is related to progression of cancer and a poor prognosis. However, it is down-regulated in some cancers, such as prostate cancer,[@CIT0021] colon cancer,[@CIT0022] suggesting it may be a tumor suppressor. What's more, Sheng et al have tested and compared serum DKK1 concentrations in lung cancer, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, ovarian cancer, cervical adenocarcinoma, benign lung disease, and healthy controls.[@CIT0019] The results showed different levels of DKK1 in different cancers, with the greatest variation in lung cancer. No significant difference was observed between healthy control group and benign lung disease. Serum DKK1 concentrations in patients with gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, ovarian cancer and cervical cancer were significantly low than those in healthy controls. In addition, they also demonstrated the potential value of high serum levels of DKK1 as a prognostic indicator in lung cancer patients. By predicting and identifying the transcriptional regulatory elements of lung cancer-specific DKK1 locus, they confirmed that specific transcriptional regulatory elements can promote DKK1 promoter activity and lead to high expression of DKK1.[@CIT0023] Through bioinformatics analysis of four pancreatic cancer transcriptome microarray data sets, they confirmed that DKK1 is highly expressed in pancreatic cancer.[@CIT0024] Taken together, these studies confirmed that DKK1 expression in cancer is diverse.Table 1Different Expression of Serum DKK1 in Different CancersStudiesNCancer TypesnDKK1, ng/mLPMethodsAufderklamm et al at 2018[@CIT0021]143Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH)532.81p\<0.01ELISAPC with metastasis (PC cM1)472.58P=0.01Localized PC (PC cM0)431.55Sheng et al at 2009[@CIT0019]404Lung cancer21230.1p\<0.001ELISA\
TR-IFMABenign lung disease7215.3P=0.24Healthy controls12013.9Dong et al at 2014[@CIT0014]300NSCLC15031.42±6.32p\<0.01ELISAHealthy controls15014.12±3.29Sun et al at 2015[@CIT0020]154Bladder cancer9435.91±16.09p\<0.001ELISAHealthy controls609.08±5.21Kim et al at 2015[@CIT0018]370Hepatocellular carcinoma2171.48p\<0.01ELISAHealthy controls1530.9Jiang et al at 2013[@CIT0016]276Healthy controls601.48ELISACIN604.77P=0.00Cervical cancer15611.90P = 0.00Feng et al at 2018[@CIT0015]103Multiple myeloma58Higherp\<0.01ELISA\
IHCHealthy controls45Kasoha et al at 2018[@CIT0017]175Breast patients with primary tumor692.85(1.78--8.2)p\<0.001ELISABreast patients with bone metastases203.5(1.29--5.46)p\<0.001Healthy women861.9(0.79--0.52)[^1]

According to different changes in DKK1 expression in various cancers, further studies were conducted to explore the significance of these changes in DKK1. DKK1 is secreted as an antagonist in the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway and some studies have revealed the functional role of DKK1 in cancer progression.

### The Role in Cancer Progression {#S0001-S2001-S3002}

#### Effects on Cancer Invasion and Proliferation {#S0001-S2001-S3002-S4001}

DKK1 is considered as a negative regulator of Wnt signaling pathway and plays a vital role in the carcinogenic process. DKK1 is involved in tumorigenesis and invasion of several tumors. Zhou et al have demonstrated that downregulation of DKK1 is responsible for high proliferation capacity of LM-MCF-7 breast cancer cells by flow cytometry and 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation assay.[@CIT0025] The specific mechanism involves loss of control of Wnt/catenin signaling pathway. They have found that DKK1 is highly expressed in ovarian somatic (OSC) cells and promoted the invasion of these cells either alone or by activating P-JNK1.[@CIT0026] Takahashi et al utilized a short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-based knockdown system to examine the role of DKK1 in cultured pancreatic carcinoma cells, and the results showed that the knockdown of DKK1 suppressed the migration and invasion of human pancreatic DAC cell line SUIT-2 and its metastatic subline S2-CP8 in vitro.[@CIT0027] In the study regarding the mechanism of miR-1-3p in oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) cells, the levels of miR-1-3p and DKK1 expression in OSCC were detected using reverse-transcription-quantitative PCR and Western blotting. The target relationship between mir-1-3p and DKK1 was determined by dual-luciferase reporter gene analysis. The effects on cell progression were examined by MTT, transwell, colony formation and flow cytometry, and the results confirmed that mir-1-3p inhibited progression of OSCC by inhibiting DKK1 expression.[@CIT0028] All these studies confirmed the role of DKK1 in the invasion and proliferation of some cancers. The proliferation and invasion of cancer cells can be controlled by regulating the levels of DKK1.

#### Role in Cancer Metastasis {#S0001-S2001-S3002-S4002}

DKK1 is involved in tumorigenesis, invasion, and metastases of cancer. Some studies have investigated high levels of DKK1 in 37 human hilar cholangiocarcinoma (HCCA) biopsy samples by immunohistochemistry, due to the correlation of high expression of DKK1 with metastasis to the hilar lymph nodes.[@CIT0029] They also utilized small interference or short hairpin RNA expression vector to knockdown DKK1 for inhibiting cell proliferation, colony formation and migration. Li et al examined cell migration and invasion capability using wound healing assay and boyden chamber assay, and confirmed that the positive expression of DKK1 is related to lymph node metastasis by immunohistochemistry.[@CIT0030] Bone is one of the most common metastatic sites in advanced malignant tumors. Recent studies have revealed that DKK1 is closely related to the occurrence and development of malignant tumors,[@CIT0017] especially to bone metastasis of malignant tumors. Some studies have shown that DKK1 acts as a tumor suppressor in breast cancer cells by inhibiting WNT signals or by mechanisms that do not rely on β-catenin-dependent transcription.[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032] DKK1 protein is overexpressed in the serum of breast cancer patients with bone metastases and those with bone metastases. The use of anti-DKK1 antibody in bone metastasis was developed by studying the mechanism of its action.[@CIT0033] Many in vitro and in vivo preclinical studies have identified the potential therapeutic effect of DKK1 antibody on multiple myeloma (MM) related bone disease.[@CIT0034] Compared with myeloma, DKK1 antibody is considered not effective in treating breast cancer bone metastasis.[@CIT0033] Massive studies have confirmed that DKK1 plays a role in bone metastases of lung cancer.[@CIT0035],[@CIT0036] However, the mechanism by which overexpression of DKK1 predicts poor prognosis in patients with lung bone metastasis is still unclear. Further studies are needed to determine the role of DKK1 in bone metastases in lung cancer. DKK1 is related to invasion and metastasis of various cancers, and its osteolytic effect plays an important role in cancer bone metastasis, and the application of anti-DKK1 antibody in bone metastasis can be developed based on this mechanism.

#### Role in Cancer Diagnosis {#S0001-S2001-S3002-S4003}

Through ELISA and a novel time-resolved immunofluorometric assay (TR-IMRA), Sheng et al have investigated the serum concentrations of DKK1 in patients with lung cancer and some other types of cancers, and compared their results with healthy controls.[@CIT0019] The serum DKK1 concentrations were significantly higher in lung cancer patients than others. They also measured CYRFA21-1 in the same set of samples from the NSCLC group and NSE in NSCLC. They found that DKK1 has higher sensitivity and specificity than other tumor markers CYRFA21-1 and NSE. They also confirmed the role of DKK1 in the diagnosis of certain cancers, particularly in lung cancer, and also confirmed that DKK1 can improve the sensitivity and specificity of lung cancer detection by combining the detection of tumor markers CYRFA21-1 and NSE. Kim et al also used in vitro reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), wound healing assays, invasion assays, and ELISAs for detecting DKK1. The results revealed that DKK1 might be a key regulator in HCC progression and also acts as a potential diagnostic indicator.[@CIT0018] Fouad et al have examined and analyzed the serum samples of 50 patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) related HCC, 20 patients with chronic hepatitis C and 20 patients with HCV-related liver cirrhosis. They found that the serum DKK1 could potentially be used for early diagnosis of HCC.[@CIT0037] A large-scale, multicenter study has also confirmed the clinical significance of DKK1 as a serum protein marker of HCC, especially in the early stage.[@CIT0038] Studies have also shown that the use of DKK1 or in combination with other biomarkers can prove to be clinically helpful to better understand the pathological condition of PDAC and improve its early detection and treatment.[@CIT0039] Some studies have also confirmed it's the serologic diagnostic value of DKK1 in epithelial ovarian carcinoma[@CIT0040] and pancreatic cancer.[@CIT0041] In general, the serum concentration of DKK1 demonstrated significant changes in certain cancer types and has diagnostic significance. What's more, some studies have found that DKK1 autoantibodies can act as a diagnostic biomarker in cancer.[@CIT0042] Peng et al have confirmed that DKK1 combined with DKK1 autoantibodies could improve the sensitivity and specificity of esophageal cancer detection. Their results indicated that combining DKK1 with DKK1 autoantibodies may be a valuable tool for early detection of ESCC.[@CIT0043] Also, our team have confirmed the diagnostic value of DKK1 autoantibodies in non-small cell lung cancer.[@CIT0044]

In summary, DKK1 has been considered as a novel serologic diagnostic marker of cancer. And in some cancers, DKK1 combined with DKK1 antibodies could improve diagnostic value.

#### Role in Cancer Prognosis {#S0001-S2001-S3002-S4004}

Through biological analysis and identification, They proved that DKK1 might be a candidate for pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC).[@CIT0024] Kaplan-Meier survival analysis then revealed that DKK1 showed a significant association with the overall survival in patients with pancreatic cancer. They also confirmed DKK1 as a therapeutic target and a prognostic marker of PDAC. They also analyzed the expression of DKK1 in PDAC at mRNA and protein levels, and the results showed high expression in pancreatic cancer by real-time PCR. DKK1 expression in PDAC tissue immunohistochemical staining showed close relation to T staging and lymph node metastasis. The study further confirmed that patients with high DKK1 had shorter survival (OS) and relapse-free survival (RFS).[@CIT0045] Sun et al in his study showed that serum DKK1 level was an independent prognostic factor for influencing the OS of bladder cancer patients through multivariate analysis, and a high level of DKK1 was associated with the progression and prognosis of bladder cancer.[@CIT0020] Previous studies have demonstrated that DNA methylation silencing of WNT target gene DKK1 can be used as a prognostic marker of methyl specific PCR in stage II colon cancer (CC) patients.[@CIT0046]. In addition, an unbiased random forest analysis of transcriptome data from 247 HCC patients showed that high DKK1 was associated with advanced tumor stage and poor overall survival and disease-free survival.[@CIT0047] In summary, DKK1 has been proved to be related to the prognosis of various cancers and has clinical therapeutic significance.

Progress in Detection Methods {#S0001-S2002}
-----------------------------

### Detection of Serum and Free Fragments {#S0001-S2002-S3001}

In the early stage, the changes of DKK1 expression in patients were mainly determined by detecting the concentration of DKK1 in the serum. The commonly used methods include enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and time-immunofluorescence resolution. These methods accurately reflect the changes of DKK1 level. With further research, RT-PCR, reverse transcription PCR, and Western blot methods are also used for quantitative analysis of DKK1. And these changes of DKK1 level in specific sites were detected by immunohistochemistry for metastases. The DKK1 gene in humans is located on 10q11.2 (NM: 012242.2). DKK1 through gene sequencing and polymorphism analysis has become a hot research topic. Koromila et al have amplified and sequenced the entire DKK1 gene sequence, demonstrating that the DKK1 gene polymorphisms showed no significant association with osteoporosis.[@CIT0048] The study showed expression of DKK1 by reconstructing eukaryotic expression vector pcmv-tag-2b (Invitrogen), preparing DKK1 target sequences, and verifying DKK1 expression in non-small cell lung cancer by sequence analysis.[@CIT0030] Bao et al have obtained the total mRNA from the cervical cancer tissues, followed by obtaining human DKK1 gene fragments through RT-PCR and PCR, constructing the recombinant plasmid pcmv-ha2/DKK1 successfully, and identifying the eukaryotic expression products of the gene.[@CIT0049] This laid a foundation for further study on the biological activity of DKK1 protein in tumors. These methods assist in accurately reflecting the expression and distribution differences of DKK1.

### Application of DKK1 Autoantibody Detection {#S0001-S2002-S3002}

Numerous studies have shown that the tumor itself induced the immune response of the body, produced the autoantibodies of anti-tumor related antigens, and detected when the tumor antigen expression remains very low.[@CIT0050],[@CIT0051] Researchers investigated regarding DKK1-related autoantibodies for improving the sensitivity of detection.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043] At present, the methods used to detect autoantibodies included enzyme linked immunosorbent assay, protein chip, polypeptide chip and antibody chip. During the early stages, our team has confirmed the presence of DKK1 autoantibodies in the serum of patients with non-small cell lung cancer through Western blotting, and detected DKK1 autoantibodies in the serum by indirect ELISA. This indicated that DKK1 autoantibodies play an important role in the diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of non-small cell lung cancer.[@CIT0041] Then Shen et al used polypeptide array technology to detect the epitope of DKK1 autoantibody recognition in the serum of patients with and healthy controls. The results identified 4 high-frequency loci were by DKK1 autoantibodies: aa67-84 (Pep A), aa37-54 (Pep B), aa145-156 (Pep C), and aa247-261 (PepD). The relationship between DKK1 autoantibody subtype and clinicopathological factors was analyzed, as well as the diagnostic value and prognostic value in non-small cell lung cancer. The expression of the 4 DKK1 autoantibody subtypes in NSCLC showed significant up-regulation, and the 3 DKK1 autoantibody subtypes of Pep B, Pep C and Pep D showed association with TNM staging of non-small cell lung cancer and distant metastasis. Also Pep B autoantibodies may play an important role in the occurrence and development of non-small cell lung cancer. Also, their team further clarified the clinical significance of seroautoantibodies and evaluated their feasibility in immunological diagnosis and prognosis.[@CIT0044] Cox regression analysis showed that anti-pepB antibody was considered as an independent prognostic factor of non-small cell lung cancer, suggesting that Pep B antibody subtype was the most valuable biomarker with good prognosis in NSCLC. Whether such unique epitopes can be found in other cancer types, and whether such a method can be used to diagnose cancer, needs further exploration.

Role in Cancer Therapeutics {#S0001-S2003}
---------------------------

Based on various roles of DKK1 in diseases, it has lately become a focus of attention in cancer research, both as a biomarker and potential therapeutic target. Numerous studies have shown that the osteolytic effect of DKK1 is vital in the bone metastasis of various cancers. Elevated levels of DKK1 in bone marrow cells and serum inhibited the differentiation of osteoblast precursors. The WNT pathway promotes osteoblast formation and bone formation, and plays a crucial role in the growth, bone balance, or fracture repair.[@CIT0052] Many extracellular Wnt antagonists regulate bone formation by binding directly to Wnt ligands or by competing with Wnt ligands to co-receptors 5 and 6 (LRP5 and LRP6) associated with lipoprotein expression on the surface of bone cells. The possible mechanism is that DKK1 interacts with LRP 5/6 in the WNT pathway, thereby affecting bone formation. They developed a cyclic oligopeptide based on DKK1-LRP 5/6 interaction.[@CIT0053] It inhibits the effect of DKK1 on osteoblast differentiation, and removes the inhibition of Wnt signaling pathway, thus reducing the tumor burden of MM. What's more, Liu et al have constructed human DKK1 and HSP70 fusion DNA vaccine (hDKK1-hhsp70). Injection into mice can promote the apoptosis of tumor cells, inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells and extend the OS of mice. This might act as an effective immunotherapy in patients with MM.[@CIT0054] Scleroprotein, a secretory factor produced by bone cells, blocked at least a part of the Wnt signaling by binding to LRP5 and LRP6. Deletion of scleroprotein genes and DKK1 leads to increased bone formation in mice and humans, resulting in high bone mass. Antibodies that inhibit sclerosing proteins (scl-ab) or DKK1 (DKK1-ab) are used for treating bone diseases. Combined application of scl-ab and DKK1-ab is used in inhibiting the synergistic effect of bone formation in response to this mechanism. Florio et al have constructed the hetero-ds antibody (hetero-ds) that inhibited these two molecules. The study showed that double inhibition of sclerosing proteins and DKK1 resulted in synergistic bone formation in rodents and non-human primates.[@CIT0055] It also showed better bone repair activity than monotherapy, improving new solutions for the treatment of bone diseases. BHQ880 is a human neutralizing IgG1 anti-DKK1 monoclonal antibody, which has been clinically tested in Phase IB to study its effect on multiple myeloma-related bone diseases, and has been shown to have potential anti-myeloma activity.[@CIT0056] Their research found that anti-DKK1 antibodies have an inhibitory effect on lung cancer cell invasion and growth. In addition, systemic administration of anti-DKK1 antibodies can effectively inhibit the growth of DKK1-positive tumors transplanted into nude mice without any obvious toxicity.[@CIT0057] Further preclinical studies are needed to prove its efficacy and safety in the treatment of individual cancers, the anti-DKK1 antibody can meet the development requirements of human clinical trials.

Conclusion {#S0002}
==========

To sum up, several studies have shown that the expression of DKK1 in various cancers is increased, promoting the development of cancer. It also promotes tumor invasion and metastasis and is associated with the prognosis of cancer. DKK1 in cancer has been used as an effective target for monitoring and treating cancer. MicroRNA is a class of non-coding small RNA molecules (18 to 25 nucleotides) that inhibits transcription, translation of target mRNA, or act as shear target mRNA to promote its degradation. MicroRNA is believed to play an important role in the regulation of development and is associated with various cancers. Recent studies have found that DKK1 acts as the target in various cancers, and miRNA acts directly on DKK1.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0058],[@CIT0059] It also assists in treating cancer, which deserves further research. At present, DKK1 has been used for drug development, vaccine manufacturing and autoantibody application in response to current possible mechanisms of action. Of course, more experiments are needed to further study the specific mechanism of action as well as role of DKK1 as a clinically applicable biomarker and gene therapy target in more diseases.
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